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Automated Voice: You are listening to AirJesus.com and TheOnlineWord.com.  

This message is Number 3031.  That’s 3031.  This is the 

afterword to the message entitled “The 7th Dip which is message 

#5327” and now for the message. 

 

Nathaniel Bronner: It is kind of difficult for me to get all of this in 27 minutes 

but because there is so much just involved in this and dealing 

with The Dips that named and made in the healing.  And so you 

all have thought that the lack of healing was yesterday.  It was 

made me in two.  It was made me in two but there is a reason, 

there was a reason.  When I wrote the 49, they cancel it.  I’m 

putting it in a book and I used a program -- the formats for the 

book.  And when I did that, the thing just kept messing up over 

and over and over, and I formatted three of the books for that 

program.  I knew something was funny about and I asked God 

the Lord, I say, and I’m even supposed to put this on a book and 

he say, “Yeah.”  He said, “But you can’t charge for it.” 

 

So, I understood Elijah and he said that he stood before God, it 

could take nothing.  I understood why Jesus sent the disciples 

out.  He said, don’t even take a pocket because if you take it with 

you, it might put some (00:01:12).  I understood that, and we 

want to do with the prophets of all did and the power that we 

are supposed to have.  We’re going to have to get in line of what 

they did, and I wonder about thousand dollar prayer clause.  Not 

at all.  It was exactly the opposite but we then stop twisted and 

there’s family and sickness and the promise land.  I’m going to 

ask Pastor James to come in this 7th Dip is perhaps particularly 

important to him because he’s got the seventh child on the way 

and they’ve had -- this will be their 7th birth in less than 10 

years of marriage.  And his destiny, he knows has been divine 

and that’s a lot of children and from most today, they would 

rebel against such a command because it just don’t want to do, 

they have a lot of children.  That’s a whole, whole, whole lot of 

children. 

 

So, I understand and when God speaks, most of the time, it is 

something that of our own flesh we don’t want to do but that’s 

why he has to speak.  But when we hit his word and our opinion 

to it, there are blessings that will come that you cannot even 

imagine.  

 

(Music Playing) 
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 Amen.  And we thank Pastor for that, just also in the powerful 

message I tell you and indeed as I said that sermon really hit 

(ph) home.  When I saw the title in the program, it really 

(00:02:58) in me just looking at the title because it’s our 7th Dip 

and you know even a baby comes out of a bag of water so it’s 

literally a human going out of water seven times.  And he even 

spoke to my wife after the sixth one and he told that basically 

there’ll be a new level of blessing that we’d experienced with 

that seventh one and we thought like naming it first and it’s 

that not another Rama(ph) bring this blessing. 

 

But God knows all and he knows what happen and the best for 

us, and even if you send it through another level it wouldn’t be 

as good.  He knows what (00:03:45) we even need the blessing to 

come to us and we thank God his infinite wisdom and he’s 

spoken many things to ourselves.  A lot of them are simple but 

we just haven’t done them because we have to follow through it, 

heaven trust in that like we need to you all and after hearing 

this message today, we all need to go home and think back on all 

of the things that God has told to us that he would bring healing 

in some areas of our life.  He told us some things even the way 

that three (00:04:18) and family member that would just heal 

relationships that we do.  He’s told us so many things that we 

couldn’t see the miracle in but if we just obey Him, and there 

we’d experienced the hand of God in our lives. 

 

We thank you for this message on today and as you said, there 

are not many minister that would have turn that money and as 

matter of fact, I was thinking there have some minister that 

they have to try to sell that dirty, too.  Because you see on 

television, they say all that they are in the rocks and dirt from 

the Holy Land  right now, and they said you’ve sent in a $50 

donate there (00:05:02) more of (00:05:04). 

 

00:05:05 

 

They sell all of that stuff now.  Yeah, the two animals full of that 

dirt, they would have gone by five dollar (00:05:13).  So that 

indeed was another love. Amen. 

 

Automated Voice: You are listening to Lordjesus.com and the onlineword.com.  

This message is 3031.  That’s 3031.  This is the afterword to the 

message entitled “The 7th Dip which is message #5327”.  Listen 
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to Lordjesus.com and the onlineword.com often and keep your 

spirit charged up. 

 

00:05:39 


